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INTRODUCTION

In every collision and disintegration process we have to do 
with two kinds of relations, viz., those which result from pure 

conservation laws and are valid both in classical and in quantum 
theory, and others which for the different processes allowed by 
the conservation laws give the probabilities resulting from quan
tum-mechanical considerations.

In almost all collision and disintegration processes one or 
two particles are present in the initial state; it is not necessary 
to treat separately the case of one particle (spontaneous decay) 
since it is a special case of a process with two initial particles, 
one of which has a vanishing mass and momentum. The final 
state comprises two or more particles. In the following, however, 
we shall consider processes with two particles only in the final 
state; a certain extension to the case of three particles will be 
given in the last section.

The present paper deals only with relations that can be derived 
from the conservation laws for energy and momentum. The con
servation laws are treated in the relativistic form, and only for 
some of the applications do we go over to the non-relativistic 
domain. The conservation laws allow an interpretation, by means 
of a simple geometrical picture, from which it is possible, for 
every collision or disintegration process, to obtain a qualitative 
and quantitative survey regarding the possible momenta and 
energies of the particles in the final state.

For the special case of elastic collisions, this picture was 
given by Landau and Lipschitz [1 ], but it can easily be extended 
to all kinds of collision and disintegration processes1^

1) Such a picture was also given by Wataghin [2] in the discussion of meson 
production by collision of nucleons.

1*
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As will be shown in § 1, the geometrical picture in question 
consists of a certain prolate ellipsoid of revolution with the major 
axis in the direction of the total momentum of the system, together 
with two points, Ax and A2, lying on its major axis at a distance 
apart equal to the total momentum of the system (Fig. 1). This 
ellipsoid will be called the momentum ellipsoid. If Ax is taken 
as the origin of the momentum of one of the two particles in 
the final state (denoted as particle 1), all possible end points 
B of this momentum vector lie on the surface of the momentum 
ellipsoid. The corresponding momentum of particle 2 in the final 
state will then be given by the vector from B to A2.

The parameters describing the momentum ellipsoid (e. g., 
the semi-minor axis and the eccentricity) are easily found from 
the total energy and the total momentum of the system and the 
rest masses and m2 of the particles 1 and 2, respectively. For 
a given ellipsoid, these two masses, m1 and m2, determine the 
positions, relative to the ellipsoid, of the corresponding points 
Ax and A2, respectively. The point Ax may lie inside or outside 
the momentum ellipsoid or on its surface; this is also true for 
the point A2. Consequently, from our geometrical picture, there 
are several different possibilities regarding the directions of Hight 
of the outcoming particles.

In § 2, the useful relations between corresponding quantities 
in the laboratory system and the mass centre frame of reference 
(m.c.f.) are derived from the geometrical properties of the mo
mentum ellipsoid. Directly, we find formulae for the momentum 
and the energy values of a particle as functions of the angle & 
between the direction of Hight of the particle and the total mo
mentum of the system. Moreover the relation between the angular 
distributions of the outcoming particles in the m.c.f. and in the 
laboratory system is derived. Especially simple is the connection 
between the angular distribution in the m.c.f. and the energy 
distribution in the laboratory system.

In all practical applications, we can assume that one of the 
particles in the initial state is at rest; the elements of the geome
trical picture for this case are given in § 3. In the following 
four sections (§ 4 — § 7), the geometrical picture is applied to 
the discussion of some physically important cases.

Elastic collisions are discussed in § 4. In this case, point A2, 
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referring to that particle which is at rest before the collision, 
lies on the surface of the momentum ellipsoid, while the point 

lies inside or outside the ellipsoid, depending upon whether 
the mass of the incident particle is smaller or larger than the 
mass of the target particle.

The discussion of nuclear reactions in § 5 is simplified by 
the fact that, here, we have generally to do with nonrelativistic 
energies for which the momentum ellipsoid goes over into a 
sphere. This allows a simple geometrical representation of the 
scjuare roots of the kinetic energies of the outgoing particles.

Photo-disintegration is treated in § 6. It is characteristic of this 
process (as of all endothermic processes) that the energy and 
the possible directions of Hight of the disintegration products 
change rapidly for relatively small variations of energy of the 
incident photon in the neighbourhood of the threshold energy.

§ 7 deals with the spontaneous decay of a meson into two 
particles. This problem is of particular interest in connection 
with the discovery, by Powell and collaborators [3], of the 
heavy meson. Energy and angular distribution of the secondary 
particles for a given primary meson energy are calculated.

Finally, in § 8, it is shown that the method can be extended 
to the case of three particles in the final state and, as an example, 
is given the geometrical picture for the ß-decay of a nucleus.
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§ 1. Geometrical Picture of the Conservation Laws.

In any process which results in the presence of only two 
particles the conservation laws for energy and momentum may 
be easily interpreted geometrically. We consider, in particular, 
an initial state in which there arc two free particles, I and II, 

with rest masses nij and and momenta k¡ and k¡¡ (momentum 

and mass will throughout be measured in energy units, i. e. k 
denotes the momentum in usual units times the velocity of light 
c, and m is the mass in usual units times c2). The case of a 
spontaneous decay with one particle only in the initial state 

can be described by putting = 0, kII — 0. The two free 
particles I and 2, present in the final state, are not necessarily 
of the same kind as those in the initial state; let their rest masses 

-> -> 
be /rij and m2 and their momenta and k2.

Denoting the total energy of the system by E, and the total 

momentum by K, we have when considering the initial state

E = + k‘ + |/m|, +Tf, (1,1)

A'(1,2)

and, according to the conservation laws,

E = kmf+Â’î + /ii+IÏ (1,3)

Æ = J, +!•„ (1,4)

For any Lorentz frame of reference, the quantity

N=]/E2-K2 (1,5)

is an invariant giving the energy of the system in the m.c.f. The 
velocity of the mass centre in units of light velocity is given by

(1,6)
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In the initial as well as in the final state, the particles move 
relative to the m.c.f. in opposite directions and have equal 
absolute values of momentum. For the final state, the momentum 
value in the m.c.f., which we shall denote by b, is readily com
puted from the energy conservation law in the m.c.f., and is 
equal to

l> = ~ (1,7)

The corresponding energies

(1.8)

(1.9)
. A’ 

e'= 2

e* = |/m‘f + 62 and e*2 — + b2

of the particles / and 2 in the m.c.f. are then

• _ N(, I. «'s 2 ( 1 + “

the asterisk referring to the m.c.f.
On performing a Lorentz transformation which brings us 

back to the laboratory frame, with the z-axis in the direction of 

the total momentum vector K, we find the following equation 

for the components of

(1,10)

where

(1,11)

(1.12)

ba =-------
|/1-^

ß .«i =------- e. .
]/l-ß2

An analogous equation in wich is replaced by

holds for the components of the momentum k2.

(1,12a)
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Equation (1,10) represents a prolate ellipsoid of revolution 

with the symmetry axis in the direction of K, and with the centre 

displaced by the distance cq in the direction of K from the origin 
Aj of the Åq vector1*. Any vector from Ax to an arbitrary point 
B on the surface of the ellipsoid represents, therefore, a possible 
momentum of the particle 1 in the final state, and vice versa. On 
the other side of the centre of the ellipsoid, in a distance «2 from 
it, lies the point A2, and the vector from B to A2 represents the 
corresponding momentum k2 of the particle 2. The ellipsoid 
defined by (1,10) will be called the momentum ellipsoid.

The semi-minor axis of the momentum ellipsoid is equal to 
the common value b of the momentum of both particles in the 
m.c.f. as determined by (1,7), whereas the semi-major axis a is 
given by (1,11). The eccentricity of the ellipsoid is, therefore, 
equal to the velocity ß of the mass centre, i. e.

ß=f, (1.13)
a

where

is half the distance between the foci (Fig. 1).
The considerations in this and the following section are 

equally valid for both particles 1 and 2 and we, thus, denote 
all quantities referring to one of these particles by the index n 
(n = 1, 2).

The distance an can, on account of (1,12), (1,8), (1,13), and 
(1,11), also be written in the form

an = £ + (1.15)

1) According to a remark by Professor O. Klein, the ellipsoid (1,10) can be 
considered to be the section in space of a 4-dimensional ellipsoid of revolution 
in a (A-j, x4) space. The equation of this 4-dimensional ellipsoid is

+ (x4 - mJ« + |/& - A)2 + (x4-m2p = E.
Putting xt = 0, we have an equation which follows immediately from (1,3) 

and (1,4). The foci of this 4-dimensional ellipsoid lie in the K, x4-plane and have 
there the coordinates (0, and (K, m2), respectively; the major axis is equal to E.
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and it is seen that, for a given momentum ellipsoid, the distance 
an is entirely determined by the corresponding mass mn. From 
(1,15) results the construction of An given in Fig. 2. Hence, we 
have always

«n > f-

Equality between an and f is established only when mn = 0. 
Regarding the possible directions of the momentum of particle

n in the final state, we have to dis
tinguish between two cases, viz. «n 
> a and an < a. In the first case, 

the vector kn always forms, with the 

direction of K, an acute angle &n 
which is smaller than or equal to a 
certain angle #nmax, whereas, in the 
second case no such limitation exists. 
To distinguish these two cases we 
introduce

yn = ^. (1,16)
a

Thus, the first case is characterized 
by the relation yn > 1 and the second 

Fig. 2. Geometrical determin
ation of the point An (origin 
of the k„ vector) as given by 
the proportion an : J b2 + m2 

= i-.b.
case by the relation yn < 1. The 
quantity yn has a simple physical meaning. As seen from (1,11) 
and (1,12),

yn = (1,17)

Taking into account that the velocity ß*n (in units of light 
velocity) of the particle n relative to the m.c.f. is equal to

we obtain

(1,18)

(1.19)
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In the first case, (yn > 1), the velocity of the mass centre is, 
therefore, greater than or equal to the velocity of the particle 
relative to the m.c.f. and, in the second case, (yn < 1), it is 
smaller than the velocity of the particle relative to the m.c.f. We 
have always

yn>ß. (1,20)

Equality exists only when mn = 0.
From Fig. 1 we can easily compute the maximum angle 

#n max occurring in the case yn > 1 :

An alternative expression for (1,21) is

(1,22)

§ 2. Relations between Corresponding Quantities in 
Laboratory System and m.c.f.

The geometrical interpretation of the energy and momentum 
conservation leads immediately to a geometrical construction 
connecting the value and direction of the momentum of a particle 
in the m.c.f. with the corresponding values in the laboratory 
frame of reference and shown in Fig. 3.

From Fig. 3 we see that

(2,1)

the asterisk referring to the m.c.f.
From (2,1) we can also express the angle &*n in terms of &n 

and obtain
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COS &*n = 1 — ff2cos2#n ( ~ 7n sin2 ± (1 - ß2) |/1 — r^_ ß2 sin2 COS 0n J

The function cos #n is, for yn > 1, double-valued since, as it 
can directly be seen from Fig. 3, the line drawn from An at an 

angle #n with K will, for every angle 0n smaller than $nmax, 
have two points of intersection with the momentum ellipsoid 
giving, thus, two possible values for 0*n and two possible momenta 
in the laboratory system. The plus sign in (2,2) belongs to the 
greater possible value of momentum in the direction 0n.

As seen from (2,2) in connection with (1,21), 0n = 0n max 
corresponds to #*0 given by

coseno =------ . (2,3)
7n

For yn < 1, we need take only the + sign in (2,2) to obtain the 
correct value 0*t.

From (2,2) we can also easily deduce the momentum of 
particle n going in the direction #n. From Fig. 3 we see that

kn ('On) = a yn + cos On 
COS On

so that, according to (2,2),

(2,4)

kn = 1 - flacos2 On I 7n COS ± j/1 ~ ~l-ßi Sin® /’ (2’5>

where
p=6|/l— ß2 (2,6)

is the parameter of the ellipsoid. As regards the sign, the same 
conditions are valid as for (2,2).

The energy en = |/ kn + ¡nñ of the particle n can also be 
expressed as a function of 0n. The transformation equation for 
the energy from the m.c.f. to the laboratory system is given by

*

Cn = + feos Oí.
|/1-^

(2,7)

From this equation it follows immediately that the energy range 

• (2,2)
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of each particle in the final state is given by the distance 2 f 
between the foci, i. e.

(2,8)max <-n min

with
a

(2,9)fzi max — Cn min — n
P

Expressing cos &*n by means of (2,4), we obtain

(2,10)

Apart from the constant ^un, the energy of a particle in the 

final state is, therefore, given by the product of its momentum 
component in the direction of the total momentum times the 
eccentricity of the ellipse.

By means of (2,2), we can easily lind the connection between 
the angular distribution of the particles in the laboratory system 
and in the m.c.f. If we denote by tfn(#n, Ç9) an(^ <bi(#n> T7) the 
probability per unit solid angle of finding the particle n in a 
certain direction in the laboratory system and in the m.c.f., 
respectively, we have

(2,11)

We have here also, in analogy to (2,2) and (2,5), to distinguish 
between two cases, viz. yn"> 1 and yn < 1. In the first case, 
cos #n as a function of cos#* has a minimum value cos#nmax.

two branches (which correspond to different absolute values of
cosmomentum), , 'l has different signs. The sign is positive for 

d cos vn
the particles moving in the direction #n with a higher value of 
momentum, and negative for those moving with lower momentum 
in the same direction. In the latter case, the probability density 
is given by | o |.
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For yn < 1 , cos is a single-valued function of cos and 
dcos n sing¡e_va|ue¿> finite, and positive.
d cos vn

Carrying out the differentiation, we obtain from (2,11), (2,2), 
and (2,5)

where kn in terms of dn is given by (2,5). As regards the sign, 
the same conditions are valid as in (2,2) and (2,5). We see from 

> (2,12) that, in the case yn> 1 , and for a spherical symmetric
angular distribution in the in.c.f., the probability density for a 
given angle &n is, due to the factor Å^, always greater for the 
particles with the greater than for those with the smaller of the 
two possible momentum values.

In the case yn — 1 which is, for example, realized in an 
elastic collision when the particle under consideration is, before 
the collision, at rest in the laboratory system (cf. § 4), (2,12) is 
simplified, on account of (2,5), to

~ °n 7l 02 ^2 Q \2 COS •(1 — p¿ COS2 Vn)~
A very simple relation exists between the angular distribution 

in the m.c.f. and the energy distribution cn(en) per unit energy 
range in the laboratory system, which follows directly from (2,7). 
From this equation, we obtain by differentiation

den — fd cos .

Since <t*(#*, 99) will in general not depend upon the azimuth 
tp so that cr*(^*, 99) = or* (#*), we get, after integration over the 
azimuth 99, for tfn(en),

* ) JI&n (C;i) == CFn ($n) , Cn min < Pn < Cn max ,
' f

where we have to express in <r*(#*) by en in using the
formula (2,7):
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cos #n = y (en — y j .

If the angular distribution in the în.c.f. is spherically sym

metrical (<r* = the probability an(en) per unit range of 

energy is constant and equal to

On (On) = Cn min On On max

which is well known in the non-relativistic case [4].

§ 3. Collisions with One Particle Originally at Rest.

In all cases of practical importance, we may assume that in 
the laboratory system one of the two particles in the initial state 
is at rest. In the following applications (§§ 4—8), particle II will 

always be considered as being at rest (kn = 0). It then follows 
from (1,1) and (1,2) that

K = kj, E = f/inj + K2 + nijj (3,1)

and, for the energy N of the system in the m.c.f.,

N = |/^ + 2m„W1, (3,2)

where the index i refers to the initial state of the system, IV is 
the kinetic energy (defined as the total energy minus the rest 
energy) of the system

Wt = J/nif+A* - mj, (3,3)

and M is the sum of the rest masses of the particles present:

Mi = m¡ + mn, (3,4)

Mf = mt+m2, (3,5)

the index /’ referring to the final state of the system.
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The reaction energy Q released in the process is then equal to

Q = M¡ — Mf, (3,6)

which is positive lor exothermic and negative for endothermic 
processes. If

M = + (3,7)

is the arithmetical mean of the sum of the rest masses in the 
initial and the final state, we can write the value b of the semi
minor axis of the momentum ellipsoid in the form

b =
~ M* + 2mnW~

_ 1 /(QM+mjjWi) (QM+mnWi + 2m1/2j2)
1/ u2 _l o nz * (3>8/

For endothermic processes (() < 0), we obtain from this 
equation the threshold energy \V¡ = ô from the condition that b 
must be real,

(3,9)

and, for this value of W¡ we have Z> = a = 0. 
Using (3, 6), we get

ô = —i (3,10)

§ 4. Elastic Scattering.

In this particular case, the rest masses of the two particles 
remain unchanged throughout the process (/nx = mIt m2 = mn 
and, consequently, M = M¡ = Mf). The momentum ellipsoid is 
determined by its eccentricity ß (= mass centre velocity) com
puted from (1,6), (3,3), (3,1), and (3,4):

Å/+ W, 0,1)

and the parameter p = ft|/l — fl'!, according to (4,1), (3,8), and 
(3,6), is given by
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p = m2ß. (4,2)

The semi-minor and semi-major axes are then

, ¡"iß "hßb = —------- , a =-------- .
I/1-^ 1-0*

(4,3)

The distances íq and «2 are, according to (1,12), (1,9), (3,2), 
and (4,3),

nrf + --4/
“i = — ÿÿ <i> «2 = a. G,4)

From (4,4) and (1,16) we see at once that 74 > 1 for mv > m2 
and < 1 for m1<m2, while y2 = 1 , since the particle which 
is at rest before the collision has the velocity ß* = ß relative to 
the m.c.f, in the initial as well as in the final state.

The three possible cases, viz. /n¡ = m2, ml > m2, and < zn2, 
are illustrated in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.

From the geometrical picture we can easily deduce the fol
lowing results for elastic collisions:

(1) The momentum of the target particle moving after the 
collision in the direction #2 is, from (2,5),

2/n2ßcos#2
2 “ Î-/?2cïïs2#2‘

(2) The maximum momentum Â2max transferred in an elastic 
collision to the struck particle is given by the major axis (= 2 a) 
of the ellipsoid as determined by (4, 3).

(3) The kinetic energy transferred in the collision to the target 
particle is, from (2,10), (4,2), and (4,4),

iv2 = ß k2cosß2 (4,6)

and is, therefore, given by the product of the momentum com
ponent of the target particle in the primary direction times the 
eccentricity of the ellipse.

(4) The maximum amount of energy is transferred when 
#2=0 and is
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(4,7)

(w2)max is> therefore, equal to the distance between the foci, as 
is also seen directly from (2,8).

(5) The angle #2 between the motion of the target particle 
and the primary direction of the incident particle is, from (4,6),

‘0^ = 11/-^P I + 2 m (4,8)

(6) The range of angles #2 for the target particle, for a given 
energy transfer w2, is from (4,8)

#2(^2) < 02(w2) where ctg02 = ]/(4,9) 
I 2 11I2

This limiting angle 02 is independent of the mass and the energy 
of the incident particle. From (4,9) it follows that the path of 
a particle which receives a relativistic energy in an elastic col
lision (iv2 >> 72j2) always forms a very small angle with the 
primary direction. Further, for a given angle #2, we have

< 2ctg2#2. [5]
n<2

(7) The mass 777 x of the incident particle can be determined 
from the knowledge of its primary momentum K (or its magnetic 
rigidity) and the direction of Hight and momentum of a struck 
particle of known mass [6]. By means of (1,6) and (4,6) we

1\. cos >can determine the total energy of the system E = — = K—-------
ß IV2

and, therefore, also mx which, according to (3,1), is given by

This formula becomes simpler in the case thx » m2, for 
instance for collisions of mesons with electrons.

(8) The kinetic energy Wf of the incident particle which 
makes an elastic collision with another particle of equal mass 
(mx = /n2 = 77») can be determined solely from the two directions 
after the collision (from the ellipse in Fig. 4):

0. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selskab. Mat.-fys. Medd. XXIV. 20. 2
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Wi

- -----F 1 = ctg#xctg#2. (4,10)

For kinetic energies small compared with the rest energy, we have

#1+ as is well known for non-relativistic velocities. Formula

(4,10) is, therefore, convenient only for the energy determination 
of fast particles. It has been checked experimentally by Cham
pion [7] for collisions between two electrons.

(9) The angle ip between the particles after the collision, in 

the case m1 > m2, can vary between 0 and — , but for nix = m2

there is a lower limit y>mjn for this angle, given by

COS y’min —
vv,.

Wt + 4 in’

The minimum value is attained for #x = #2.
(10) The momentum k1 of a photon of original momentum 

K, scattered through an angle #x by a particle of mass m2, is 
given by the standard form of the equation for an ellipse in 
polar coordinates

¡"iß
1 —ß COS ^2 (4.11)

(4.12)

This equation represents the well-known Compton formula.
The energy determination of a photon by measuring the 

momentum (or energy) of the Compton electron is often used [8]. 
From (4,11), (4,12) and (4,6) we have

/.
— COS#2— 1

For #2=0, in which direction the probability for the motion 
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of the electron is highest, we have from the figure

A — a + f — — (k2 + W2) •

(11) In the case j?7x >zîi2» the maximum deflection angle 
$imax °f the incident particle is, from (1,22) and (4,3), given 
by

sin $1 max = — .

§ 5. Nuclear Reactions.

For the application of the geometrical picture of energy
momentum conservation to nuclear reactions, we may confine 
ourselves to the non-relativistic domain and treat only the case 
in which the kinetic energy both in the initial and the final state 
is small compared with the rest energy of any of the particles 
under consideration. The momentum ellipsoid goes then over 
into a sphere with the radius, given from (3,8),

a = b = ^2 + M Q). (5,1)

The distance an is found from (1,12), by putting

to be equal to

Also for physical reasons, this formula is clear, an now re
presenting that part of the momentum of particle n which comes 
from the motion of the mass centre, as seen in Fig. 7.

Expressing an in terms of the kinetic energy W¡ of the incident 
particle, we obtain

“n = Wi‘ ^5’2^

For the discussion of the different cases, it is convenient to 
introduce the quantity

2
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ó' = — Q (5.3)

which, in the special case of endothermic processes, represents 
the threshold energy ô with negative sign.

The directions in which particles 1 and 2 in the final state 
can move are determined by and y2 which, according to (1,16), 
(5,1), (5,2), and (5,3), are given by

/ni! mj \V{ a2
/-----------------IV •_!_ Â'’ ^2 = —ni2 nijj H . + o a

..(5,4)
y nii mn W ¡ + ô

For 7/t > 1 the direction of the outgoing particle n forms with 
the primary direction an acute angle smaller than or equal to 
^nmax which, according to (1,21), in the non-relativistic case 
considered here, is given by

sin &n max
1

7n’
(5,5)

From now on, we shall for convenience ascribe the index 1 
to that of the two particles in the final state which has the 
smaller mass, i. e.

nii < 72/2-
In almost all nuclear reactions1 Obviously, 

for exothermic (endothermic) reaction and increases (decreases) 
with increasing W¡. With the aid of these data we can, from 
(5,4), derive the following results.

Exothermic reactions.
(1) The quantity is always smaller than unity; consequently, 

the direction of motion of the lighter particle, or of both particles 
if they have equal masses, is not limited.

1 In fact, the only exception is presented by the bombardment of deuterium 
with «-particles.
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(2) The quantity y2 is greater than or equal to unity only in 
reactions in which (i. e. in (d, p), (d, n), (a, p), and
(«, n) reactions) and in which the energy Wt satisfies the condition

The direction of motion of the recoil nucleus is then limited 
by (5,5).

y2 = °°)-u = 0 (ri =

the primary direction,

respectively.Y and 2,for particles
(2) The quantity is smaller than or equal to unity, according 

as the energy of the incident particle exceeds the threshold 
energy ô by an amount greater than or equal to

Endothermic reactions.
(1) At the threshold energy = ô, it is apparent that 

Both particles in the final state move in 
iHj mj

with energies m,—-----Q and ni2-^— Q
Mmn Mmn

ni! mj 
M (n?2 — m7)

Hence, the direction of motion of the light particle is limited 
only when the energy W¡ lies in the small interval given by this 
expression. For yx = 1, the maximum kinetic energy of particle 7 
is about four times greater than the energy which it receives at 
the threshold.

(3) The quantity y2 is smaller than or equal to unity only 
in reactions in which > mj (for instance, N (n w)uB), and 
in which the energy exceeds the threshold energy ô by an 
amount greater than or equal to

™2 Ini_
M (mj. — m¡)

In order to obtain directly the energies of the outgoing particles 
by a graphical construction, it is convenient to introduce for each
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particle (7 and 2) a separate scale for the drawing of a and a. 
Thus, we introduce

for particle 2. The quantity (an)2 is then the energy which particle 
n receives in the m.c.f. The corresponding vectors in the geo
metrical picture will then give directly the square roots of the 
energies of the particles, as is illustrated Fig. 8.

§ 6. Photodisintegration.

In the discussion of photodisintegration, particle I is a photon 

(m2 = 0) of momentum K, and particle II is a nucleus of the 
mass ni2/ = m. In the final state, we have a neutron of mass 

and the residual nucleus of mass m2.
For the threshold energy <5 of the photon, we obtain from 

(3,9), (3,6) and (3,7)

The threshold energy in this case exceeds the binding energy
Q2I Q I of the nucleon only by the small amount—. For the deuteron 

(I Q| = 2.2 MeV) for example, the threshold for photodisinte
gration lies only 1.3 keV above the binding energy.

For photon energies small compared with the rest energy 
of the nucleus \K << m), we can confine ourselves, as before, 
to the non-relativistic approximation, and obtain from (3,8) 
and (3,9)

I m
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and, from (1,12),

units of the threshold value ó,

X 9

and

7i = 72

X — 0,

ni2 Ô

These ratios, 
decrease very 
value and are

«i 

a

Measuring K — ô in 
troducing

miô X +1
9

2 m2 ni j/.r

being infinite at 
rapidly in the 
equal to unity

K—Ô
Ô

an

the threshold energy 
neighbourhood of the threshold 
for

«2
y>= Ö

= --- K.in

i. e. in-

we have for the ratios =

for the particles Í and 2, respectively. Only for the photon energy 
corresponding to .t1 is it possible for the outgoing neutron to 
have a vanishing kinetic energy. The photon energy for this case 
was determined experimentally by Wiedenbeck and Marhofer 
[9] for the deuteron (2.185 MeV) and the beryllium nucleus 
(1.630 MeV). For the deuteron, this energy exceeds the binding 
energy Q by an amount of ~ 2.5 keV.

A minimum value for and y2 is reached when x — 1, 
i. e. when K — 2Ô. These minimum values of yx and y2 are

^1 min 1/2^,I m2 in Y 2 min mx in

and are very small (due to the smallness of —); therefore, in 
in

this case, the two particles are moving nearly in opposite directions. 
The three typical cases Æ = <5, yx = 1, Æ = 2 <5 are shown, 

for the deuteron, in Figs. 9 a, b, c.
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§ 7. Decay of a Meson into Two Particles.

In the initial state, we have a primary particle (meson) of 

mass = M and momentum kj = K (nin = 0, kn = 0). In 
the final state resulting from the decay of the primary meson, 
we have two secondary particles of masses 72ix and m2. Taking 
into account that in this process, according to (1,5), N = M, we 
obtain from (1,7) for the semi-minor axis of the momentum 
ellipsoid (= momentum of the secondary particle if the primary 
particle were at rest)

b — 9 jjj/{Af2—(/ni + 77i2)2} {A/2 —(/nj —t7?2)2}- (7,1)

The eccentricity of the ellipsoid is equal to the velocity ß of 
the primary particle.

For the following considerations it will be convenient to intro
duce the abbreviations

= ß
M j/r=^2 (7.2)

(7.3)

where the asterisk refers to the rest system of the primary particle. 
We can express K* through the kinetic energy iun which the 
secondary particle receives in the decay of a stopped meson :

(7,4)

From (1,9) it can be seen that, in the decay of a stopped 
meson, the kinetic energy w*n of the particle 7, its mass and 

the mass ratio — determine the mass m2 of the other secondary 
7»!

particle :

7711 I \771t / ^7711 7771
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The possible angles with which the secondary particle can 
move relative to the primary direction depend on the ratio

For ß > ß*H, the particle n always forms an acute angle with 
the primary direction, and the maximum value of this angle is 
found from (1,21), (7,2), and (7,3) to be:

sin i)n max K •
(7,5)

Only for K > K* is the direction of flight limited by (7,5).
The momentum of the particle n emitted in the direction Í),( 

is given by (2,5) or, in our present notation, using (7,2) and (7,3), 
by the equation

= ï+iâ^r{K + K"2cos^. ±

±K*| C1 + K2) (1—^*2 sin¿ #n) •
(7,6)

As regards the sign, the same specifications hold as in the case 
of (2,5), viz. for K < K* we take the + sign, whereas for K > K* 
we have in every direction two possible momenta which differ 
with regard to sign in (7,6).

In order to observe in the cloud chamber the decay in flight 
of a meson with a lifetime r0, the mean free path for decay 

cr0 (c = light velocity)

should be of the order 3—30 cm. For a lifetime r0 ~ 10“10 sec 
(/0 ~ 3 cm) this gives K of the order 1—10, whereas for a life
time r0 ~ 10~9 sec (/0 ~ 30 cm) we must have K of the order 
0.1—1.

The value K* for the secondary particle observed in the decay 
of a jt-meson can be estimated from the work of Lattes, 
Occiiialini and Powell [3], who measured the range of the 
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secondary particles arising from the decay of stopped mesons in 
emulsions. Assuming particular values for the mass of the second
ary particle, they obtain corresponding values for its kinetic 
energy w*n from which, by use of (7,4), K* can be determined 
as follows:

Mass m1 (in units of the 
electron mass) 150 200 250 300

in MeV.................. 3.0 3.6 4.1 4.5 4.85
k; ................................. 0.35 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.25

We therefore expect that in all cases where K > 0.35, the
secondary particle in the laboratory system is emitted within a 
cone with a half angle given by (7,5).

In the rest system of the primary particle, the secondary 
particle can be emitted in every direction with the same pro
bability. From the uniform angular distribution in the m.c.f. it 
follows, as mentioned in § 2, that the probability per unit energy 
range for the secondary particle having an energy en between 
the limits

p • p <2 pin min — cn — cn max

is constant and equal to

2f 2b K'

The minimum and maximum energies of the secondary particle 
for a given momentum K of the primary particle are given 
by (2,9).

The angular distribution of the secondary particles is given 
by (2,12). In the case K > K*, the direction of particle n lies 
within a cone of half angle 0nmax and the probability per unit 
solid angle becomes infinite for = ^nmax-

For this case, it is therefore more reasonable to calculate the 
integral probability P(&„) that the direction of the secondary 
particle lies inside a cone with the half angle $n. To the angle 

two angles #‘ + and #*_ correspond in the m.c.f., and to the 
angle &n — 0 correspond in the m.c.f. the angles = 0 and 
&* = n. Consequently, the solid angle in the m.c.f., which cor
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responds to the cone of half angle #n in the laboratory frame, is

2 71 (1 — COS #* +) + 2tI (1 + COS

Dividing by Itt, we obtain the probability PH (&rl) from (2,2) 

cos# i K2P(ÿ*> ” 1 - i+K’sin‘#n|/ 1 “K^sin2 ’’»•

For the decay of an ordinary meson (M ~ 200 me) into an 
electron and a neutrino, we have for the electron, from (7,1) 
and (7,3),

K*~ 100.

Therefore, the case discussed above, K >K*, is only realized 
for K > 100M, i. e. for meson energies above IO10eV. For meson 
energies much lower than 101(leV we can neglect K2/K*2 compared 
to 1 (ye = ß) and obtain from (2,12) and (2,5) for the probability 
per unit solid angle of finding the decay electron at an angle 
#, <p to the primary direction

/Q \ 1 W2
4rc(l-£cos#)2' (7.7)

The probability P

direction is, from (7,7),

that the electron goes in a forward

(7.8)

The formulae (7,7) and (7,8) are exactly valid when the secondary 
particle under consideration has a vanishing rest mass.

§ 8. ß-Decay of Nuclei.

So far we have considered only processes with two free par
ticles in the final state. In the case with three particles in the final 
state the conservation laws have the form
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E — j/mf + Aq + H“ ^2 V ;i!3 + A’b

/< = Å\ + k2 + k3.

If we now fix the momentum of one of the three particles, say 
particle 3, we have the same situation as in § 1 if, in all equations, 
K and E are replaced by K' and E' given by

-> -> ->
K' = K — k3 

E' = E—y/ml + kl-

The momentum ellipsoid together with the points and A2, 

defined by K , E , and m2, gives the possible momenta 
of the particles 1 and 2 for a chosen momentum of particle 3. 
It may be noted that the m.c.f. in the preceding considerations 
is now no more the m.c.f. of the whole system, but only that of 
the two particles 1 and 2.

We shall now apply the geometrical picture to the /9-decay 
->

of a nucleus of mass M at rest (/< = 0).1 In the final state, we 
have three particles: an electron, a neutrino, and a recoil nucleus. 
We assume a vanishing rest mass for the neutrino. We shall use 

the picture for the determination of the possible momenta ke and 

kv of the electron and the neutrino for a given momentum kr 
of the recoil nucleus. This momentum can vary between the 

limits Ármin = 0 and a certain krmax.
Denoting by mr and wr the mass and the kinetic energy of 

the recoil nucleus, we have

K' = -kr, E' = A-ivr, (8,1)
where

d = M — mr

is the energy difference between the initial and the final nucleus. 
The energy N' of the system consisting of the electron and the 
neutrino, in the rest system of these two particles, is now

iV' = [//i'2 —Æ'2 = |/Zl2—2 MiP,..

1 The possibility of applying the geometrical picture to the problem of 
,3-decay was suggested by mag. sc. O. Kofoed-Hansen.
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The semi-minor axis of the momentum ellipsoid is then, 
according to (1,7),

b =
A2-n%-2Mivr

2 j/Z2^^'

2 |/Z^2Afznr
(8,2)

Since b cannot be negative, we see that the maximum value 
of wr is given by 

and, consequently, A can be determined from a measurement of 
the maximum recoil energy [10].

For this maximum value of wr, we have b = 0 and, there
fore, at, — f = 0 (ar referring to the neutrino) so that the neu
trino energy vanishes. Since the kinetic energy of the nucleus is 
very small we can put, with a sufficient degree of approximation,

k2r = 2Mivr

thus obtaining from (8,2)
k2 — k2Krmax 1 r

For the eccentricity 
and (8,1),

of the ellipsoid we have, from (1,6)

(8,3)

and for the semi-major axis, in the same approximation,

(i = A
2 (J2-*2)'

The momentum ellipsoid goes for kr = 0 over in a sphere 
and reduces for Àrmax to a point. The semi-major and semi
minor axes decrease with increasing kr.

The origin Ae of the momentum vector of the electron is at 
the distance ae apart from the centre of the ellipsoid
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(8,4)

(8,5)

while ar is given by

The lower and upper limits of possible kinetic energies of the 
electron, for a given momentum of the recoil nucleus, are from 
(2,9) equal to

emin ß me f* ^fmax ß f’

respectively. Putting for ae, ß and /’ the values given by (8,3), 
(8,4), and (8,5), we obtain

= (A~me-krY = (A~ine + krY
2 (A — k \ ’ "'emåX 2 (J + k ) *

In carrying out integrations over the possible energies of the 
electron for a given energy of the recoil nucleus, it may be 
noticed that ive can assume all values between u?emin and wemax 
and that, since the point Ae lies outside the focus of the momentum 
ellipsoid, the angle &e is a single valued function of ive.

This paper was written partly in the Institute for Theoretical 
Mechanics, Jagellonian University of Cracow, and partly in the 
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Copenhagen. I wish 
to express my sincere thanks to Professor Niels Bohr for the 
opportunity to work in his Institute and for stimulating discussions.
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Plate

Fig. 1. Geometrical picture of energy-momentum conservation. The semi
minor axis of the ellipse is given by (1,7). The eccentricity is equal to 

-> —>•
the mass centre velocity of the system. klt k2 are momenta of the 

particles in the final state.

Fig. 3. Transition from the m.c.f. to the laboratory frame of reference. 
Quantities referring to the m.c.f. are denoted by an asterisk. The vector 
k*, with the origin in the centre of the ellipsoid has the length b and 
its component perpendicular to K is equal to the component of the vector 
-> -> ->
kn in the same direction, since k* and kn are connected by a Lorentz 

transformation with a relative velocity in the direction of K.

Fig. 4. Elastic collision between two particles of equal mass. The velo
cities after the collision form always an acute angle y> = -¡- &2

í w¡ \which is larger than or equal to ^lll¡n I cos ymln — TYm/ ',ie distance 
2 / between the foci = kinetic energy IV/ of the incident particle,

Fig. 5. Elastic collision in which the incident particle has a larger 
mass than the target particle (ml > m2). Maximum deflection angle of 

m2
the incident particle is given by sin &l mnx = . For instance, collision

'ni

Fig. 6. Elastic collision in which the incident particle has a smaller 
rest mass than the target particle, for instance, scattering of photons 

by free electrons (in this case, Ax coincides with Fx).

and the major axis 2 a — K.

b.a. c.

/r

Fig. 7. Geometrical picture of the exothermic reaction 2D (d, p) 3H, 
(() 4 MeV) for an energy IV/ = 2MeV of the incident deuteron, a =

83.5 MeV, a, = 21.5MeV, a2 = 3ax.

Fig. 8. Picture giving the energies of the outcoming particles in the 
endothermic reaction

9 ,-------------- 1»ße(p,n)’ß (Q = -1,83 MeV, d = 2,03 MeV, a, = J/W/ —2,03, a, = ^a,,

kn

for an energy W¡ which is 25keV above the threshold where ax = cx =
4.5 | keV. u>it and u>n represent the energies of the outgoing neutron 

and boron nucleus,

Fig. 9. Photodisintegration of the deuteron, a. K — <5, a = 0. Exactly 
at the threshold (1.3keV above the binding energy of the deuteron), the 
proton and the neutron are moving in the primary direction and have 
each an energy 0,65keV. b. K = dil + j^» 7 ~ At an energy 

1.3keV above the threshold, the proton and the neutron paths form a right 
angle whatever their angle with the primary direction, c. K = 2Ô, y = 0.04, 

the proton and the neutron are moving in nearly opposite directions.


